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Welcome to the Journal ofIdeas
In 1608 Hans Lippershey (aka Lippersheira) placedone spectacle lens in front of anotherand pointed
this configuration at a distant building. To his amazement he noticed that the building top appeared much
closer and larger than he could see before; furthermore, he could see the details of the building top quite
clearly. On October 2,1608 he offered this device (which he called 'looker') to the Estates of Holland for
900 florins. Lippershey's lookeris known nowadays as a telescope. Through Jacques Bovedereof Paris, the
telescopewas made known to GalileoGalilei. Galileo, in turn, constructedhis own telescope and pointed it
towards the moon, Jupiter, and other celestial objects. Galileo's discoveries of the irregular surface of the
moon, sunspots on the sun, moons of Jupiter, and a host of other unexpected astronomical phenomena,
challenged the Ptolmeic astronomical theories and the official views of man's position in the universe.
Galileo's observations ultimately led to what we now recognize as modern science while Galileohimself
was subjected to continuing house arrest.

On reviewing the fascinating sequence of events leading to Galileo's discoveries, one immediately
recognizes the simple two lens experiment, conducted by Lippershey, as the singularmost important event
for modern astronomy, and perhaps for modern science. This is so because it is theqm.eventmat provided
a simple tool which generated uncontestable direct evidence about nature and the universe. It was the
telescope that provided data supporting or refuting systems of beliefs held for many centuries.
A number of natural questions arise. Why did Lippershey place the one lens in front of the otherat
the time that he did? Where did thatideacome from? If we reflect upon thesequestions andbring into the

foreground the fact that spectacle lenses were known for overthree centuries (before lippershey) and that
the magnifying effects of glass and water-filled glass spheres were known for over 1300 years, another
question comes to mind. Why did it take as long as it did to think of and do Lippershey's experiment?

Events such as Lippershey*s invention of the telescope, and Galileo's use of the telescope todiscover
craters onthe moon, point toaclass ofunderlying phenomena that weall participate incontinuously, namely
theawareness, development, use and propagation of ideas. Until very recently, attempts to understand the
mechanics and dynamics of 'ideas' (as entities by themselves) have been limited to philosophical, socio
logical and perhaps psychological speculations. Almost all discussions of 'ideas' revolve about truth values

(i.e. true/false) of particular ideas, their meaning and their impact (i.e., how many people subscribe to an

idea or acollection ofideas and what did they do as result ofbelieving that particular idea). To date, little

discussion has taken place on objective, quantitative aspects of 'ideas' and 'idea-dynamics .

This journal, The Journal ofIdeas, is being launched to stimulate thinking about the very nature of
'ideas' as rigorously quantifiable objects. The Journal aims to provide a forum for disciplined presentation

offormal results in an archival scholarly format. Basically, it is our view that ideas are discrete objects ihat
can combine, mutate, spread, and die, much like the many living biological entities we are familiar with

In this issue we have assembled acollection of invited papers by distinguished investigators. J. T.
Bonner (Princeton University, author of "The Evolution of Culture in Animals") presents an analysis of
cultural evolution from a biological point of view. Bonner discusses cultural evolutionin termsof selection

ofunits ofbehavioral information, individual memory, and collective memory ofthe species. He argues that

cultural changes (in short time spans) rival genetically derived changes that take hundreds of millions of
years. D. Brooks (University ofToronto, co-author of"Evolution as Entropy") and D. McLennan extend the

unified theory ofbiology which isbased on entropy analysis ofbiological systems as informational systems.
Their unified theory ofbiological evolution argues for production ofhistorically constrained, spontaneously

stable, complex structures and hierachies. S. Salthe (Brooklyn College, author of "Evolving Hierarchical
Systems" and "Complexity and Change in Biology") presents arelated biological-entropy based approach
to infodynamics - the study ofuncertainties. Salthe's framework allows discussion of external (historical)
influences on dissipative structures and prediction of the effects ofstored information. H. K. Henson (first

president of the L-5 society and an activist in national space policy) and A. Lucas present a discussion of
evolution and creationism inthe context of memes (a particular category of ideas). Their paper explores the
question ofwhy humans have beliefs at all and raises the intriguing hypothesis that there may exist physical
meme receptor siteswith subtantial stability. R. Wiley (author of thebook "BioBalance: The Acid/Alkaline

Solution To The Food-Mood-Health Puzzle") presents a rigorous theory for the metabolic roots of con
sciousness that tracks metabolic inputs leading to correlations with metabolicand cognitive functions and
dysfunctions. An interesting, and potentially highly significant aspect of R. Wiley's theory is the use of the
relative acidity/alkalinity ofvenous plasma pHasthesynopticindicator ofmetabolichealthandconsequently
mental/functional health. General metabolite reaction-diffusion equations, specializing to hermitian inter
actions are presented. E. Moritz introduces a rigorous foundation for memetic science. Moritz's paper
provides areviewofthemajor historical theories of ideas withattention to contemporary workofquantitative
culturetheorists of the pasttwo decades. In addition to a wealthof key references, Moritzestablishes a firm
basis for a calculational science of ideas based on intrinsic and extrinsic properties of memes.

The papers collected in this issue, while initially appearing as a diverse ensemble, in fact touch on
variousaspects thatwe hope to bring together in Hie Journal. Ideas and language appear to be present in a
developed form only in humans. They are phenotypic artifacts of the stateof cognitiveabilities achieved by
humans as a resultof a biologicallyandculturally adaptive evolution.We hope these papers serve as a basis
forand stimulate principled discussion for a comprehensive sciencethat includesthese diverse aspects.
Since the topic of a science of ideas (as differentiated from philosophy) is new and uncharted, we
expect that a variety of points of view and approaches will be taken. We anticipate that some topics and
papers will generate heated discussions, aswell as provide substantive advances in areas suchas cognitive
sciences, psychology, biology, sociology, artificial intelligence, artificial life, economics, computational
linguistics, knowledge engineering, and a hostof existing and new interdisciplinary fields.
We stress thattheJournaland its publisherwillmaintain theprinciple of scientificobjectivityregarding
publications. Accordingly, all viewsexpressed in theJournal are solely those of theauthor(s) of individual
papers. Correspondence pertaining toindividual author's positions should beaddressed totherelevant author.

We encourage individuals who have interests in thetopic of thescience of ideas to submit papers for
publication inthis journal; while no standards can beset onanew science, itisexpected that papers published
inJolwillbeof high professional quality. Papers submitted willbereviewed for content, technical accuracy,
and novelty. We encourage readers to lettheir acquaintances know about the Journal as both a source of
new information and a forum for discussion.

Judging from correspondence received, and the great interest expressed, we are confident that many
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representation and dynamics, and on electronic based memes (such as electronicviruses, bacteria andworms),
artificial intelligence, and genetic algorithms. We also see the distinct potential for memetic science, (the
science of ideas) to shed light on neural structures and to call attention to manditory architectures in the
human brain (which would be required to support idea-processing and dynamics). It isdistinctly possible
that results obtained here will shed light on mental functions and dysfunctions such asschizophrenia.

Ultimately, welook forward to being able to explain indetail why ittook 300 years togo from asingle
spectacle lens to the two lens telescope, and to use the science of ideas, memetic science, the same way
molecular biologists are able topiece together DNA and RNAmolecules tocreate new structures. Wehope
that in the process, wewill learn how to look at ideas that already exist and to piece them together effectively,
so that what would otherwise take centuries, will be accomplished in years.
Elan Moritz, Editor

Patricia S. Smith, Managing Editor
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